
The footer is not located on every page and the text 
are located so close to each other, and also it is placed 
in a bad way . The footer should be on all pages.

All the information that is provided creates more 
confusion

Too much disorganized clutter, looks 
disorganized and distracting to the 
eye. 


A whole bunch of 
empty sad space ;/

Text is not easily legible - too much 
info clumped together in one 
paragraph. To help the user read 
everything without getting bored, its 
better to break it up into smaller 
portions, with breathing space 
between. 

Really not necessary to put date 
here...makes no use to us

No breathing space, 
rows do not need a 
black line 
separating 
everything if its just 
a continuous list...

All these text and information on payment page in 
unnecessary, we can ask the user to sign in/ create an 
account or continue as a guest 

the shopping bag is all in 
separate page, it could 
also be located on the top 
right of every page that 
user can access it all the 
time from every page that 
they are on it to modify it 
easily.

The placement of photo is not 
concise and didn't follow a  
certain pattern. Also, they all 
have different sizes.

All the add to cart buttons are not in the 
same line, which i think they all should be 
in the same row,-

There is a huge blank space on bottom of the page. 
It makes it hard to navigate for user. It would be 
better if  they add newsletter and review section , 
social media , address and contact number.

M A I N  P A G E :

The hot bar is located at the bottom of the main page, making it hard for the 
user to find and not easy to navigate through. the links don’t seem so 
clickable and the hot box is not wide enough either. The hot bar should be 
clear and concise and easy to read, and located at the top of the main page 
where the user can quickly see and access with ease. 

Nothing about the main page is visually pleasing, a 
website for cupcake should  temp people to order 
from the site not create a bad experience for them 

If there was a bar in header it would be easier for user, 
buttons ;ike menu, home tab, and other information 
be there, instead the user need to click an extra time 
to access them from the menu bar on the left 

Adding shopping bag and 
account 

Adding a header that is the same on 
all pages  to give access to user to go 
to main pages without needing go 
back to home  page and then go to a 
page through menu  bar 

This photo is clickable and takes you to order 
page, but there is no indication of that  and the 
user have to figure that out after hovering 
mouse multiple times over different parts of 
page.


